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Ecological writer Rachel Carson is the initiator of contemporary ecological 
literature and global ecological conservation movement. Her four books Under the 
Sea Wind, The Sea around Us, The Edge of the Sea and Silent Spring are perfect 
integration of literature and ecology, not only representing the natural world poetically 
but also conveying the pioneering Ecological Holism. It’s widely recognized that 
Carson popularized the awareness of ecological conservation, altered the course of 
world history and reversed the orientation of human ideology. She also triggered 
worldwide amendments of economic strategy, environmental legislation and public 
policy. Rachel Carson is the landmark of ecological literature in the 20th century. 
Basing on the works and biographies of Rachel Carson, this paper divides 
Carson’s writings and conservation activities into two phases by her book The Edge of 
the Sea. It analyzes the characteristics of Carson’s ecological ideology in each phase, 
focuses on her significant change from presentation to intervention and explores 
reasons for this shift. 
The first chapter starts with Carson’s three marine books. It points that Carson’s 
works mainly described the sea and presented the force as well as the beauty of nature 
in the first phase of her writing. In the process of this presentation, her nascent 
Ecological Holism ideology germinated and developed. 
The second chapter makes a thorough analysis of the mature and systematic 
Ecological Holism ideology in Carson’s representative book “Silent Spring” and her 
following conservation activities in this phase. It reveals in her golden ages and final 
days, Carson’s desire and tendency is to engage in the society and reconstruct the 
ecological ideology of the public. 
The third chapter mainly analyzes the main reasons of Carson’s change from 
presenting the nature to intervening in the society. It specifies the reasons into four 
aspects: childhood memory as well as family influence, the succession of ecological 
writing tradition, the ever-serious ecological disasters and the recognition of the 
public and government. It is both the influence of objective environment and the 















this change that makes Carson the initiator of world ecological literature and global 
ecological conservation movement. 
The conclusion part summarizes Carson’s achievements and influence, especially 
the inspiration and guidance we get from her change. Carson’s change from 
presentation to intervention has a strong and far-reaching impact on later generations. 
A number of prominent ecological writers learn from Carson. They realize it is 
ecological writer’s responsibility to intervene in the society, cultivate ecological 
ideology of the public and promote ecological conservation movement. Carson’s 
change demonstrates ecological literature is of high realism and intervention. The 
main value of ecological literature is to react on ecological crisis, to criticize 
anti-ecological ideology and development, to intervene in the ecological crisis and 
reality, to arouse the ecological consciousness of the public and to promote the 
construction of ecological civilization. 
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“海洋三部曲”：1941 年出版的《海风下》（Under The Sea Wind），1951 年出版
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今为止都只有台湾的译本。1994 年 6 月，季节风出版有限公司出版了由尹萍翻
译的《海风下》；1997 年，天下远见出版股份有限公司出版了庄安祺翻译的 The 
Edge of the Sea，译名为《海之滨》。2006 年，台北柿子文化事业有限公司出版了
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